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Quick Start
For users who just want to quickly get connected to a meeting and share from their device, follow these 
quick start instructions.

1. Power
Make sure the display is on.

• If the space is equipped with a touchpad interface on the table or Workware Easel, press the power button and 
then press the wireless button.
• If not equipped with a touchpad, use the display’s remote control.

2. Download
If you need to install the Workware Wireless App on your device, enter the IP address shown on the display into your 
device’s web browser. Users with Haworth supplied Windows PCs should already have the software; Mac, iOS, or 
Android users will need to install the software. 

3. Connect
Launch the software on your device and connect to the room name shown on the display. If the room displays are not 
showing upon first use of the software, directly type the IP address shown on the display into the Enter IP Address tab.

4. Share
Logged in? Use the share button to stream content from your device to the display. Choose from any of the listed 
sharing options available for your device.
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General Features

(a.) Display Start Screen – Once a Workware Wireless Module is powered and connected to a display, the user will be 
presented with simple quick start instructions on the display telling them how to download the Workware Wireless 
App if they do not already have it installed, how to connect to the system if they already have the App installed, and 
how to share content once they are connected. It is recommended to leave the display on to make the on screen 
quick start instructions always available for new users.

a
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(a.) App download page - Under the download icon is the IP address of the wireless module. This IP address 
can be manually entered into any web browser on any device to download the Workware Wireless App. Once 
the user enters the IP address into their browser they will be presented with instructions on how to download 
from a web page. The Workware Wireless App will download, or they will be taken directly to the app store 
on their mobile device (iOS & Android) to download the app. Once the software is downloaded, the user just 
needs to select the downloaded file and approve the installation of the Workware Wireless App.

Once the application is installed on the users device, they simply click the Workware Wireless App icon to begin

a
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(a.) App Intro Screen - Immediately upon selecting the Workware Wireless App on your device, this screen will appear 
for 3 seconds before transitioning to the next screen. *There is no user functionality on this screen.

(a.) Sign-in Screen - This is a welcome screen for users when they activate the software for the first time. It prompts 
the user to enter their name of which will be used to identify the user throughout the software experience. *After a 
name has been entered, this screen will not be shown again.

a
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(a.) Display Panel - This is the main screen for the user to manage how content is shared and what content is shared 
on the display. The room/display’s name is called out in the top left.

(b.) Navigation Controls - Top row of icons that are persistent while the user is connected to a display. *Icons may look 
different whether you’re using base version or pro version.

(c.) Side Tray - Any content that is not currently shared on the display but is active in the session is hidden on the side 
tray until dragged back out.

(d.) When no content has yet been shared, a directive is shown to click the share button in the navigation controls.

(e.) Participant Bar - Within the participant bar are Mycon’s™, which are personal identifiers that represent each 
participant connected to the display. Each person will have their own unique Mycon™ color. This color is shown as a 
frame around each piece of content shared on both the users device and the display. Clicking on any Mycon reveals 
the name associated with that Mycon. If in moderator mode, a gray colored Mycon will appear that represents guests 
currently connected to the session. A number icon will be present to signify the number of guests currently connected.

a
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(f.) Info - When the user right clicks on a piece of shared content they are presented with a few options. The first is 
info, which turns a transparent information card over on top of the selected content on the display. The following 
information is shown: Owner name, and number of posts.

(g.) Full Screen - This option is the same as if the user were to double tap or  double click a piece of content. It 
presents the selected piece of content at full screen on the display.

(h.) Stack / Unstack - This option will enable the user to edit a stack of content, which can then be shuffled within a 
single carousel. Clicking unstack will immediately deconstruct the stack and show the previously stacked content all 
as unstacked content.

(i.) Delete - This option will permanently remove the selected content from the display. The respective owner of 
the content will not lose any information when this occurs, however they will need to re share the content if it is 
necessary to show it again.

f g h i
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(a.) Content Control Panel - Opened by selected the content control icon in the navigation controls. This panel 
provides the user with control options for arranging shared and unshared content.

(b.) All on Screen / All Off Screen - The option to either make all active content shared or unshared with the display. If 
content is unshared it is moved to the content tray.

(c.) Align to Grid / Freeform - By default, all content is snapped to a grid. When align to grid is enabled, content will 
be shifted and resized to accommodate additional shared content. This option ensures that each shared window is 
clearly visible. When Freeform is selected the content can now be moved around freely on the display, or overlapped, 
or zoomed in or out using a mouse wheel.

a
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(a.) Remote Viewing Panel - Opened by clicking on the eye symbol icon, this panel provides the user with control 
option to allow users to view high-definition still frames (updated at 5 second intervals) of the display via a web 
browser. This feature can be used by users who are working remotely but would like to see what is being shared on 
the screen in greater detail.  

(b) Remote Viewing Enabled / Disabled - This toggle switch enables or disables remote viewing for the session. When 
disabled, If users try to remotely connect to the session, they will get a message that says remote view has been disabled.

(c.) Launch Remote View in Browser - A link provided to automatically take the user to their web browser with the 
appropriate URL for remote viewing. This URL can also be copied and pasted for sharing with someone that may not 
have the Workware Wireless app downloaded.

*Remote viewing feature only available with Workware Wireless Pro.

a
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(d.) Remote View - Remote viewing occurs within the web browser.

(e.) Remote View Notification Bar - This bar shows the name of the display, the number of participants, the number of 
active posts, and at what time the remote view screen was last updated.

(f.) View Native Size or Half Size - The user can choose to view the content at its native size or at half size to best fit 
their device window. *Native size is true 1080p resolution.

*Remote viewing feature only available with Workware Wireless Pro.

d
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(a.) Moderator Control Panel - Control panel for the meeting moderator for when a guest requests to join a sharing 
session or when a guest requests to share content. The icon in the navigation controls shows the number of 
notifications that are requiring attention.

(b.) Moderated Content preview - Preview thumbnail of the content that is requested to be shared to the display.  

(c.) Accept or Reject - Allows the moderator to accept or reject the guest’s request which include requests to join the 
session or requests to share content once they are in the session. The moderator can also choose to accept all or reject 
all at once.

*Steps (a.) through (c.) Moderator Control feature only available with Workware Wireless Pro

a
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(a.) Settings Panel - Additional configuration settings for the session.

(b.) Settings Tabs - Control Access: Available only when connected to a display. It offers privacy and security and 
options for how users can connect to the session.

• Open Access - By default the system is set to “Open” unless changed by the company’s computer 
administration team. This access type allows anyone connected to the company’s network to connect to a 
particular display and view and post remotely.
• Screen Key - This access type requires any user to type in a 4 character code that is shown only on the display in 
the room. Users outside the room can only retrieve this key from a user physically in the room.
• Moderated - This gives the person who activates the moderated mode ability to accept or deny user participant icon, 
and approval of content shared. The person who has organized the meeting should turn this on before other join.

Program Settings: Contains two options, the first option is “Your Name” which is an open text field to allow the user 
to change the client name they chose at the Sign-in Screen. The second option “Dock/ Undock to System Tray” is for 
laptop/desktop clients only and allows the client window to be stored in the system tray so it can be hidden from other 
application windows and recalled only when needed.

Sharing & Notifications: Allows the user to reset their app window sharing settings which have been learned by the system 
to optimize sharing of content from specific applications. It also allows the user to set the type of notifications they would 
like to receive.

About: Provides the user information regarding the software version, licensing usage, and open source acknowledgments.

a
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(a.) Display - The view on the display in the room is familiar to the display view in the Workware Wireless App. (select a 
better image for content being shared, also shown content in display side tray)

(b.) Display Side Tray - Displays the content that is hidden from the Display

(c.) Display Task Bar - Task bar that shows a Workware logo and the activity and information relevant to the session. If 
enabled the screen key is also shown here next to the logo.

(d.) Session Identifier - Cycles between the IP Address of the Workware Wireless Module and the Display Name for 
quick visual reference.

(e.) Clock - Refers to the current time of the meeting.

(f ). Info - flips over the specific content selected and highlights information about it.

*Image above is showing the display view features.  This is what is shown on the TV/Monitor in the space.

a
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Mac/Windows Sharing

(a.) Share Panel - This panel is the first place the user is taken once connected to a display. It’s where the user can 
begin to share content. Content sharing options will vary based on if Base or Pro is being used, if the user is on 
(Android & iOS) operating system or on the (mac & windows) operating system, and what is already being shared 
within a session.

(b.) Profile Glance- A quick glance at your name, how many items you are currently sharing, and the color of your mycon.

(c.) Display Glance - A visual glance of the active display. This enables the user to quickly glance at the activity on the 
display, and see a preview of the content that they have shared to the display.

(d.) Share Desktop / Stop Sharing Desktop - For mac / windows users only. This function allows the user to share their 
entire screen. (Android 5.0+ users can also mirror their screen) Once the button is pressed, the text will change to ‘Stop 
Sharing Desktop’ to allow the user to stop sharing their desktop at any time. If the system is in moderator mode and a 
guest is trying to share their desktop, a host will be notified and has the option to approve or deny the share request.

(e.) Share Media File - Allows the user to share any compatible image or video file found on their device. Laptop/ 
Desktop clients can select multiple files at one time while mobile clients allow the user to select one file at a time. File 
formats for images include .jpg and .png. Video formats include .mov, . mpeg, and .mp4. 

(f.) Share App Window - For mac / windows users only. This function allows the user to share individual applications. 
After this button is pressed, the user will transition to another view that allows them to select the desired application 
window to share. If the system is in moderator mode and a guest is trying to share their desktop, a host will be 
notified and has the option to approve or deny the share request.

(g.) Stop Sharing All - This button is enabled when at least one item is being shared by the client and allows the user to 
stop sharing all content at once. A count is shown of how many pieces of content are being actively shared. This does 
disconnect the user from the display, but will completely remove allshared content by that user from the meeting.

(h.) Desktop Audio Toggle - For mac / windows users only. This feature defaults to off. When this toggle is switched on, 
it will transfer the audio from the users device to the connected display and mute the audio on their device.

a
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Android/iOS Sharing
Mobile users who are using the Android or iOS operating system will be presented with varied sharing functionality 
compared to Windows and Mac users.

(a.)Share Camera Image - For mobile devices only (Android & iOS). This function allows the user to take a photo and 
immediately share it to the connected display. If the system is in moderator mode and a guest is trying to share a 
photo, a host will be notified and has the option to approve or deny the share request. 

(b.) Webview - For (Android & iOS) only. This function opens a web browser window that is immediately shared with 
the connected display. The user is presented with a list of popular cloud services, or they can browse to any website 
of their choice. The screen replicates a typical browser navigation, but no bookmarks, favorites or history can be 
access or created from this browser window.  Additionally, video content cannot be viewed from this window. Some 
websites may not be accessible from this browser, ie. Apple iCloud.com, as these sites require the user to access the 
site through the respective mobile application.

(c). Share Media File - Allows the user to share any compatible image or video file found on their device. Laptop/ 
Desktop clients can select multiple files at one time while mobile clients allow the user to select one file at a time. File 
formats for images include .jpg and .png. Video formats include .mov, . mpeg, and .mp4.

(a.) Mirror Screen- For (Android 5.0+ only). Users who have an Android 5.0+ device will have the ability to mirror the 
screen of their device, instead of sharing from the webview function.

aC

b
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Device Compatibility Guide

Screen Sharing- Share and mirror your entire screen or desktop.

Camera Sharing- Take a photo with your devices built in camera and immediately share it to the connected display.

App Windows Sharing- Share individual live application windows (i.e. Excel, Word) while keeping the rest of your 
screen hidden to give greater focus to the meeting content. 

Media Sharing- Share individual image files such as PNG’s or JPEG’s from your devices media library while keeping 
the rest of your screen hidden.

Web View Sharing- Share content from your favorite cloud services, or web pages accessed from a mobile web browser.

*App Window, Media, Camera or Web View sharing features allow sharing of individual pieces of content, keeping the focus on the 
meetings topic not on distracting desktop or screen notifications. This content can all still be shared by the screen sharing feature.

Screen Sharing

Camera Sharing

App Window Sharing

Media Sharing

Web View Sharing

Workware 
Wireless Base

Windows, Mac, Android (5.0+) Windows, Mac, Android (5.0+)

Android, Apple iOS

N/A

Android, Apple iOS

Windows, Mac

Windows, Mac, Android, 
Apple iOS

Android, Apple iOS

Android (4.4 & lower), 
Apple iOS

Android (4.4 & lower), 
Apple iOS

Workware 
Wireless Pro
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Windows Aero Theme Requirement
*Windows users, using Workware Wireless Pro, who have the Aero theme disabled will need to enable the theme in order 
to utilize the Share App Window feature.  If this applies to you, complete the following steps to make the update on your 
personal device: 

1. Upon opening the software for the first time the above notification will appear. This notification will be sent if Aero 
themes are disabled. With Aero themes disabled, the user will not be able to share individual application windows 
but will be able to share their desktops. If the user presses ok then continue to follow the instructions. If ignore is 
pushed, the user will be given the application to begin use (without the ability to share application windows). The 
next time the user opens the software,  the above window will not open. If cancel is pushed, the user will be given 
the application to begin use (without the ability to share application windows). The next time the user opens the 
software, the above window will once again open. To enable Aero themes select OK.

2. The user will see their Control Panel open to the Personalization page. Here the user will see the active 
theme that is enabled (in this case it is the Basic and High Contrast Themes).
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3. Scroll up to select one of the Aero Themes that are available. Please note that once a theme is selected, Windows 
will immediately start making changes one of which includes changing the background.
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4. Theme changing in progress
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5. Once the change has completed, the selected Aero Theme will be highlighted and the user can close out this 
screen and go back to the application. If the user wants to make a background change they will need to select the 
Desktop Background icon at the bottom of the Personalization window.
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6. Once in the Desktop Background window, the user will need to select a new desktop background, and click save changes.
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7. At this time the user can close the application and connect to a module.

8. If the user has enabled Aero Themes then they will be able to share individual application windows. However, if 
“Ignore” or “Cancel” was selected, then the above window will appear which will allow the user to cancel the message, 
once again, or select OK which will repeat the above steps for how to enable.


